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Abstract: Today's Ad-hoc networks have various applications in human life but always face numerous challenges as a
result of node mobility and high faking possibility. One of the min challenges of Ad-hoc networks is the correct and
suitable routing. In order to achieve the best suited track the networks use various protocols. But, what are sought in these
protocols are a authenticates routing and developing confidence and trust in them of which ensuring meeting correct node
by correct data or receiving from an identified node is an important part. The present paper aims at investigating available
protocols in Ad-hoc networks besides exploring ARAN and SAODV authenticates routing protocols and their costs and
determining the most suitable and optimal protocol.
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I. INTRODUCTION
As their name represents, Ad-hoc networks are predicted and
designed for use in emergencies [1]. These networks highly
differ in node type, routing and application with structured
networks. In Ad-hoc networks, nodes do not use a certain
and intensive structure to communicate and lack an
integrated and regular management [2] but perform same
tasks based, only, on a certain algorithm. Moreover, their
node types (both middle and end nodes) oppose those of
other networks [3]. Among essential applications of such
networks are in military environments in order to
communicate in war conditions, environmental applications
such as being used in forests as fire sensor and in mobile
communication networks [10].
II. CHALLENGES AND WEAKNESSES
Since all Ad-hoc networks need wireless technology for
communication ensuring their security and safety is always a
main issue of concern. As a node-to-node transfer is required
for moving data from an origin to a specific destination vast
errors are expected as a result of using wireless networks
and lack of management [3]. Followings are some main
weaknesses of Ad-hoc networks:
•
Lack of node control: impossibility of validation in
the structure of Ad-hoc networks and lack of intensive
access
•
Processes of each node: some weaknesses of the
network originate from imposing numerous processes on
every node during routing [5]
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•
Wireless network: high possibility of destructive
attacks, eavesdropping, destruction of sent data and fake
identity of destructor nodes
•
Dynamic topology:
•
Lack of a stable and secure link because of frequent
entering and abandoning network nodes
•
Limited resources: short lifecycle of nodes
•
Common channel of data transfer: vulnerability of a
single radio channel in the network
•
Security problems of assigning keys to nodes [6]
[11]
These weaknesses exist in the context and body of features
of Ad-hoc networks and are never disappeared but they can
be managed so that they impose the lowest harm on network
security. In addition to security there is another important
challenge in Ad-hoc networks: making use of suitable
algorithms in order to find the best origin-to-destination
track while having least expenditures since the networks
have nodes with short life-cycle. Hence, parsimony in
routing of every node and reduction in its processes
maximum logical use can be made of every certain node.
Assembly of these important challenges causes a
comprehensive challenge called "authenticates routing" [13]
[14]. Here, the network is expected to impose the least
processes on every node, find the best track, and check node
functionality, etc. while appealing authenticates operations
in the network. Security includes various essential factors
such as availability of nodes, confidence, authentication and
integrity [15].
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III. ROUTING ALGORITHMS
As mentioned earlier routing in Ad-hoc networks is
performed by nodes. Network nodes lack sufficient
knowledge on topology of the available network and hence
have to find the location of destination in the network (for
every sending process) in order to be able to communicate
other nodes. In fact, each node which joins the network first
broadcasts its presence in the network among other nodes
and then waits for a neighbour’s reply and, thus, gains
information about its adjacent nodes [7] [8].
Routing is performed in a variety of ways in these networks:
•
Flooding method: in which the node first sends its
data to all neighbouring ones and then, very node receiving
the data copies it and sends it to other adjacent nodes.
Therefore, the destination node and the track (path) toward it
are identified.
•
Gossiping method: in his method (a simplification
of flooding method) data is sent to a neighbour randomly in
every certain step [16].
•
Directed dispersion: is used to find an efficient rout
between the sender and receiver and is more complicated
than other methods.
•
Rotating method: is widely used to effectively
disperse data in sensor networks. In this method every
certain node can make decisions in every step based on
effective communication.
Ad-hoc networks have numerous routing protocols. Table
Driven Routing protocol, One-Demand Routing protocol,
Flow Oriented Routing protocol, etc. [22] are some
examples. But, what we consider here is to design protocols
for secure routing in Ad-hoc networks. To common and
mostly used protocols in this area are ARAN and SAODV
which are compared and discussed below.
IV. A COMPARISON ON ARAN AND SAODV PROTOCOLS
A. Authenticated Routing Protocol (ARAN)
ARAN is a routing algorithm used in Ad-hoc networks and
works based on AODV model [an alternative of on-demand
routing protocol). The invader is always possible in this
protocol to investigate the network traffic and nodes. The
required feature of operational environment (in ARAN) is so
that the routing signalling must not be prone to e faked by
invaders and it is not also possible to send invalid routing
data outside the network [17] [18]. Moreover, the selected
route should not pass a signalling node before full
identification. There are certain resources in the structure of
ARAN which enable assigning an ID or presence certificate
to the network. All nodes in the network know this
certificate (labelled CA) and if a node is going to enter the
network, it must receive a key from the source. The
certificate includes four specific IP addresses of the new
node, the public key of the node and issuance and expiration
date of the certificate [19]. The data is finally coded by the
Copyright to IJARCCE

private key and presented to the new node as a package in
the form of its presence certificate.

Fig. 1 how a node is added to the network: 1) applying for entrance by the
new node, 2) assigning presence certificate to the node by source, 3)
allowing the new node to enter the network

If a node (S) is going to develop a route to another node (d)
it must first send a request package for all its neighbouring
nodes. The package contains request phrase, destination IP
address, serial number of the request package and the layer
coded by private key of the origin node. Every node
receiving the package first verifies a node in the network by
exploring its certificate and then determines its route request
by assessing available serial numbers and IP addresses. If
the present node has not already received the package (lack
of infinite loop) it codes the content of received package
again (through its own private key). This is called
"signature" [20].

Fig. 2 in this figure the green package is the one sent from origin and the
purple is the package signed by the neighbouring node (having confirmed
the identity and infrequency)

Similarly, when the package meets the next node, the node
investigates it and replaces its own public and private keys
with those of previous step (if the package is confirmed). In
fact, it erases the signature of previous node and replaces its
own.
Now, imagine that the package arrives at the destination. In
this case the destination node authenticates the package.
Then, having received an assigned pack it generates a new
package through which it sends the newly received package.
The new package (reply pack) is similar to the request pack
and has a destination IP address (requesting node), new
serial number, its own public and private keys and reply text.
When the package is sent, all receiving nodes perform an
operation similar to that of taking the package to its
destination. This process continues until the package meets
requesting node. In this way the requesting node finds out
that there is a suitable and secure route toward the identified
destination node. The route is called authenticated (secure)
and reliable since the received package is explored and
identified in every step and a node out of the network cannot
have any receive [21]. Besides, it is possible to trace the
invader node because of a fake signature. On the other hand,
since the node signature is needed the package content does
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not change. Hence, three security features (confidence,
integrity, and authentication) are met.
The protocol has disadvantages and deficiencies despite
above specifications. One of the main weaknesses of ARAN
method is that it bases upon asymmetric coding and
electronic signature and hence it is vulnerable to attacks such
as Dos. Furthermore, asymmetric coding is a complicated
task and it is costly and time consuming to use it in each step
of send and receive. As nodes of this network require low
costs and limited resources the method is not considered
fitted in terms of resource consumption. Moreover, if the
performance of CA is influenced by every known or
unknown factor the ability to communicate other nodes is
affected since the algorithm is highly dependent on the CA.
Another deficiency of this pattern is its high vulnerability to
Worm-hole attacks (because of slow performance) and
Rushing attack (because of requiring time for decision
making) [24].
ARAN protocol is a hop-to-hop authenticated routing
protocol and requires signature investigation in every step.
An interesting feature of ARAN is dividing receivers to
"close" and "far away" groups. Nodes having requests and
replies from the source node with one-hop distance are
classified in the first group and those with several-hop
distances in the second. This feature is used in cost
estimation.

nodes only validate it along the route. Having the package
received the destination node generates a reply package and
sends it after signing whit its own private key [26]. In
SADOV protocol middle nodes have access to the
considered private key in order to enable generation of reply
to route request packages (embedded in ADOV) [27].
Therefore every middle node adds the remaining expiration
date of the route to the package and signs it with private key
of destination node and its own private key. At last, the
assembled package is sent in the reverse route.
Resistance against Dos, Black-hole and gray-hole attacks,
inability of nodes outside the network in sending route
request package, limiting middle groups' activity to
increasing jump number are among considerable advantages
of SADOV. Some of its disadvantages include unsafe
availability of nodes' private keys to other nodes, possibility
of MIM attacks by invader nodes, possibility of simulation
(fake) adjacency feature by the invader node while sending
reply message [28].
V. A COMPARISON ON ARAN AND SAODV PROTOCOLS
As mentioned earlier costs in ARAN are estimated by
dividing nodes into two (close and far away) groups. So, two
signatures are required for close nodes: one to specify he
source and the other to obtain the public key, while far away
node require 4 signatures. But, SAODV suggests two types
of signatures: one is a single signature (in which only the
node responding to REP is the destination node) and the
other is a dual signature. All signatures must use Hash
functions to be considered by the new Hop unless the node
itself is the source of REP or REQUEST, a case in which
signature development has some costs. In general, when a
node sends a routing request or routing reply the protocol
develops a random figure named "seed" and puts its value in
the Hash field. It also puts zero for hop-count field and
surplus TTL of the IP package for MAX hop-count field. Then
Hashes the value of Seed as much as that in hop-countmax
field. The resulting value is called "top-ash". On the other
hand, when a node receives a request first Hashes it for
MAX hop-count times. If the value equals that of top-hash, it is
then confirmed. Generally, costs of the two protocols can be
summarized as Table I.

B. Secure Ad-hoc on-demand distance vector (SAODV)
Besides ARAN, SAODV is another secure routing algorithm
designed based on AODV (which makes it secure and
optimal). In this algorithm the protocol first divides routing
package into two sections. One section contains a part of the
package which changes along the route and the other
includes the part which remains stable. In order to ensure
package security the first section uses Hash codes and the
second employs coding through the public key. Hash codes
of jump number are required to prevent data manipulation
and alteration. To do this, the origin node first generates a
random link and Hashes is it TTL times (TTL is the highest
number of allowed jumps for a package) and finally embeds
it in the Header of pack and sends it. On the other hand, the
Hash chain (which is developed through using the random
link and hashing it in every jump) is added to the Header.
Now, as soon as a node receives the sent package it explores
TABLE I
whether the two links added to Header arte equal. If they are
COSTS OF ARAN AND SAODV PROTOCOLS
equal, the receiver node confirms accuracy of jump
2(N-4)(S+4S’) + 2(S+2S’) + 2 (S+4S’) +
CostARAN
number, increases it for 1 unit and sends it again having
(S+4S’)
performed interfusion (Hashing).
2S + H(Max hop-count – hop-count)
CostSAODV
The objectives of using SAODV protocol include:
•
Stabilizing the moving data along the route
•
Authenticating the origin node
In estimating costs of ARAN values of S, 4S' and 2S' are
•
Confirming data accuracy by routing package
Similar to ARAN this protocol uses electronic signature. The costs of current signature, investigating far node and
sender node signs the package before sending and other investigating close node, respectively and N is number of
Copyright to IJARCCE
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nodes between origin and destination. A single-signature is
used to estimate costs of SAODV in which H is the cost of
performing Hash. About SAODV it can be explained that
when the considered node itself is the source of a request or
reply it does not pay for Hash. This means that its cost equal
2S where S is the cost of digital signature. On the other
hand, if the node is not the source hashing cost is obtained
by subtracting maximum distance step from current number
of steps. Four overall states are generated for ARAN each of
which has its specific costs. For instance, if a faraway node
is considered, estimating costs if the current signature leads
to S + 4S' and the total cost is computed by summing result
of all states.
Data of the following table are studied to examine the two
protocols in terms of time:
TABLE II
Estimated costs of ARAN and SAODV for different node numbers
N
10
20
30
50
60
70
80
100

ARAN
696.0
1463.6
2255.2
3814.4
4593.8
5373.6
6269.6
7712.4

SAODV
123.0
184.6
241.8
353.4
409.5
457.9
493.6
601.0

and necessary investigation of middle nodes (for
identification) besides increasing the volume of message
being sent. On the other hand, having three main factors
(Hash chain maker for hop-count, signer for identification
and protocol implementation mechanism) SAODV imposes
no burden on the message and has less delay [21]. Thus, it
can be said that SAODV is faster than ARAN since it is less
costly and it is more efficient in huge sensor networks such
as thermal sensors in jungles. Lower costs reduce nodes'
energy consumption, increase their life-span, optimize the
exchanged burden and have many other advantages.
VI. CONCLUSION
Ad-hoc networks have big security weaknesses despite their
suitable advantages and important applications and secure
routing is one of the most considerable challenges facing
them. Two main protocols of these networks, ARAN and
SAODV, have also their own advantages and disadvantages.
But the comparison presented in this paper showed that
SAODV is more optimal than ARAN since it tries to reduce
costs. The two protocols' cost difference is to the extent that
a 1:10 ratio is observed for huge number of nodes and this
where optimality of secure routing is considered. Lower
costs of this protocol reduce nodes' energy consumption and
impose fewer processes on them.
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